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Motivation

The Earth Simulator – world’s #1 from 2002—04

installed in 2002 in Yokohama, Japan

ES-building (approx. 50m × 65m × 17m)

based on NEC SX-6 architecture

developed by three governmental agencies

highly parallel vector supercomputer

consists of 640 nodes (plus 2 control & 128 data switching)

8 vector processors (8 GFlops each)

16 GB shared memory

5120 processors (40.96 TFlops peak performance) and 10 TB 
memory; 35.86 TFlops sustained performance (Linpack)

nodes connected by 640×640 single stage crossbar (83,200 
cables with a total extension of 2400km; 8 TBps total bandwidth)

further 700 TB disc space and 1.6 PB mass storage



Motivation

BlueGene/L – world’s #1 since 2004

installed in 2005 at LLNL, CA, USA
(beta-system in 2004 at IBM)

cooperation of DoE, LLNL, and IBM

massive parallel supercomputer

consists of 65,536 nodes (plus 12 front-end and 1204 I/O nodes)

2 PowerPC 440d processors (2.8 GFlops each)

512 MB memory

131,072 processors (367 TFlops peak performance) and
33.5 TB memory; 280.6 TFlops sustained performance (Linpack)

nodes configured as 3D torus (32 × 32 × 64); global reduction 
tree for fast operations (global max / sum) in a few microseconds

1024 Gbps link to global parallel file system

further 806 TB disc space; operating system SuSE SLES 9



Motivation

HLRB II (world’s #10 for 07/2007)

installed in 2006 at LRZ, Garching

installation costs 38 M€

monthly costs approx. 400,000 €

upgrade in 2007 (finished)

one of Germany’s 3 supercomputers

SGI Altix 4700

consists of 19 nodes (SGI NUMA link 2D torus)

256 blades (ccNUMA link with partition fat tree)

Intel Itanium2 Montecito Dual Core (12.8 GFlops)

4 GB memory per core

9728 processor cores (62.3 TFlops peak performance) and 
39 TB memory; 56.5 TFlops sustained performance (Linpack)

footprint 24m × 12m; total weight 103 metric tons



Motivation

why parallel programming and HPC?

complex problems (especially the so called “grand challenges”) 
demand for more computing power

climate or geophysics simulation (tsunami, e. g.)

structure or flow simulation (crash test, e. g.)

development systems (CAD, e. g.)

large data analysis (Large Hadron Collider at CERN, e. g.)

military applications (crypto analysis, e. g.)

…
performance increase due to

faster hardware, more memory (“work harder”)
more efficient algorithms, optimisation (“work smarter”)
parallel computing (“get some help”)
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Motivation

objectives (in case all resources would be available N-times)

throughput: compute N problems simultaneously

running N instances of a sequential program with different 
data sets (“embarrassing parallelism”); SETI@home, e. g.

drawback: limited resources of single nodes

response time: compute one problem at a fraction (1/N) of time

running one instance (i. e. N processes) of a parallel program 
for jointly solving a problem; finding prime numbers, e. g.

drawback: writing a parallel program; communication

problem size: compute one problem with N-times larger data

running one instance (i. e. N processes) of a parallel 
program, using the sum of all local memories for computing 
larger problem sizes; iterative solution of SLE, e. g.

drawback: writing a parallel program; communication



Content

memory access, cache-efficiency

performance analysis of programs

dependency analysis / vectorisation

SSE options of Intel processor

shared-memory programming (OpenMP)

distributed-memory programming (MPI)

combination SM/DM (hybrid approach)



Realisation

5 exercise sheets (fortnightly)

3 weeks processing time (groups of two persons)

projects

5 weeks processing time (groups of 3 / 4 persons)
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Realisation

total of 40 credits
6 credits per exercise sheet (4 + 2)
10 credits per project  (6 + 2 + 2)

hand over 2 days before discussion
e-mail
prerequisite: progams must compile and execute in SCCS pool

discussion
presentation of results (+ questions)

diploma students
32 credits necessary (min. 3 per exercise and min. 5 per project)

master student
practical: 10 credits
registration necessary
withdrawal before discussion of first exercise sheet



Exercise sheets

topics

sheet 1: memory access and performance analysis

sheet 2: dependencies and vectorisation

sheet 3: shared-memory programming

sheet 4: programming with MPI

sheet 5: hybrid programming and grid computing



Projects

possible projects

traffic simulation

statics’ simulation (FEM)

simulation game (navel battle, e. g.)

grid computing

…



questions?
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